XT4

The XT4 is the perfect solution when contemporary design, minimal
visual bulk and outstanding performance are all top of list. XT4 boasts
an immensely rigid one-piece extruded aluminium enclosure which
carries a top mounted Nautilus™ tube loaded 25mm aluminium dome
tweeter, a 130mm Kevlar® cone midrange driver, and twin Flowport™
loaded, composite paper/Kevlar® cone bass drivers. The twin bass
drivers provide low frequency bandwidth and power handling in
abundance giving the XT4 a real sense of scale and dynamics.
Locating the Nautilus™ tweeter module on the top of the enclosure
achieves perfect, head high positioning, provides wider dispersion for
a better image stability, and allows correct phase integration with the
midrange driver. And the acoustic quality inherent in the drivers along
with the minimal enclosure contribution means that the crossover
circuits can be simplified and each separate component optimised by
ear for ultimate sound quality.
In either AV front speaker or conventional stereo system roles the
XT4’s combination of performance and aesthetic style is unrivalled.
Genuine high-end hi-fi with a contemporary aesthectic.

Description

3-way vented-box system

Frequency Range

-6dB at 34Hz and 50kHz

Frequency Response

40Hz - 22kHz ±3dB on reference axis

Sensitivity

86dB spl (2.83V, 1m)

Normal Impedance

8 ohms (minimum 3.1 ohms)

Power Handling

50W - 150W into 8 ohms on unclipped
programme
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Drive Units

Unit 1: 1x 25mm (1 in) aluminium dome
high-frequency
Unit 2: 1x 130mm (5 in) woven Kevlar®
cone midrange
Unit 3: 2x 130mm (5 in) Paper/Kevlar®
cone bass

Dispersion

Description: Within 2dB of reference
response
Horizontal: over 60º arc
Vertical: over 10º arc
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